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Further Perspectives

- With 64 verbs, our resource already covers a larger portion of German EO verbs, however, we plan to expand both verb number and sample size in the future.
- GerEO allows to detect heterogeneous behaviour among the whole group of annotated EO verbs as well as supposed subclasses proposed in the literature. Databases of this kind may aid both theorising as well as experimental efforts.
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Further Features

- Different from previous studies, GerEO includes a broad variety of multi-clause contexts (59% of annotators).
- The syntactic analysis and annotation processes are precluded by some verbs' complex syntactic and semantic properties.
- The example shows the diversity of syntactic patterns and the range of gerund adverbial and PP contexts.

Other Features

- Features like Control construction and Other stimulus adjuncts (related to Stimulus PP)
- Comment-Column with STM-, EXP-, sentence-related aspects (metaphors, linguistic variation, polysemy etc.)
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